DANCES WITH WOLVES

MUSIC COMPOSED AND CONDUCTED BY

JOHN BARRY

WINNER OF 7 ACADEMY AWARDS INCLUDING "BEST ORIGINAL SCORE"
DANCES WITH WOLVES

MUSIC COMPOSED AND CONDUCTED BY

JOHN BARRY

ARRANGED BY PHILLIP KEVEREN

2 MAIN TITLE – LOOKS LIKE A SUICIDE
8 THE JOHN DUNBAR THEME
14 JOURNEY TO FORT SEDGEWICK
10 TWO SOCKS – THE WOLF THEME
12 KICKING BIRD'S GIFT
24 THE BUFFALO HUNT
19 THE LOVE THEME
41 TWO SOCKS AT PLAY
30 THE DEATH OF CISCO
41 RESCUE OF DANCES WITH WOLVES
46 FAREWELL AND END TITLE
THE JOHN DUNBAR THEME

By JOHN BARRY

Very slowly
TWO SOCKS - THE WOLF THEME

By JOHN BARRY

Simply and expressively
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THE DEATH OF CISCO

By JOHN BARRY

Slowly
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RESCUE OF DANCES WITH WOLVES

By JOHN BARRY

Moderately

mf
FAREWELL AND END TITLE

By JOHN BARRY

Slowly
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Boldly